
about ideaAUSTIN’s founder

ideaAustin is a passion project created by
Austin’s own Dr. Sean Paul, a physician,
entrepreneur, and founder of Austin Face
and Body. Born and raised in Texas, he is an
internationally-known expert in innovative
aesthetic treatments including the Accutite
eyelid lift and MyEllevate neck lift. Dr.Paul
is thrilled to bring together brilliant,
unique, and creative minds in the
aesthetics industry.

join us april 10th, 2021

April 10th, 2021 join innovators and early adopters, world renowned
surgeons, founders and industry icons for an exclusive, one-time only
replay of ideaAUSTIN 2020 in its entirety. Keynote Dr. Paul Nassif (E! TV’s
“Botched”) closes out the virtual event, supported by name leaders in
aesthetics, AI, design, lifestyle and more. A full list of scheduled
programming can be found here.  

2020’s #1 physician founded, virtual event! one time only!
 

official replay - ideaAUSTIN

replay!!!replay!!!

innovation. design. entrepreneurship.  aesthetics.

10am - 2pm (CST)
- streaming on  

official replay - ideaAUSTIN

powered by Marque Media 

http://www.youtube.com/ideaaustin
http://www.instagram.com/ideaAUSTIN
http://www.youtube.com/ideaAUSTIN
http://www.austinfaceandbody.com/
http://www.ideaaustin.co/


Supporting Texas families in need is more important now than ever... 
Last month, America watched in sympathetic horror as an unprecedented number of
Texans were without water, electricity, and even heat. When emergencies like this
happen, resources for those most in need can be severely strained, or even
inadequate. Championing the Central Texas Food Bank again this Spring, ideaAUSTIN ‘s
official replay will support the Food Bank, a long time 501c3 feeding food insecure
families and children in twenty one counties.   The CTFB was serving over 460,000
people each week prior to the pandemic, and is now serving even more. 

replay!!!replay!!!

http://www.ideaaustin.co/
https://www.centraltexasfoodbank.org/
https://www.centraltexasfoodbank.org/
https://www.centraltexasfoodbank.org/
http://www.instagram.com/ideaaustin


Event Schedule

6:00 PM - Registration

 

7:00 PM - Doors open

 

7:30 PM - Concert starts with 

DJ X Moona

 

8:00 PM - Opening act: Malik from 

Sandio Band

 

8:30 PM - The Hall Valley (20 songs)

 

11:30 PM - Intermission

 

12:00 AM - The Hall Valley

(Exclusive: stripped down versions of your favorite songs!)

 

1:00 AM - Open party,

music by DJ X Moona

replay!!!replay!!!

http://www.instagram.com/ideaAUSTIN
https://www.stevenwienermd.com/
https://shinobayderm.com/

